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          Agenda Item No. 13 
 
To:  Joint Audit Committee 
 
Date:  December 2021 
 
By:  Dermot Torney, Equality & Diversity Manager 
 
Title:  Equality and Diversity Summary paper 
 
 

 
Purpose of Report: This report provides the Joint Audit Committee an outline of 
activity taken by Sussex Police to meet its Equality and Diversity obligations and an 
update on current risks. 
 

 
Requirement of the JAC: That the Joint Audit Committee consider and note the 
report. 
 

 
Executive Summary – Headlines 
 
 
1 Headlines since previous report [November 2020]  

1.1 Workforce diversity data continues to illustrate an increasing trend of Black, 

Asian and minority ethnic police officer representation at 3.45%, an increase 

of 15 officers since September 2020. The data also indicates a similar trend, 

with representation of 35.71% for female police officers, an increase of 43 

for the same reporting period.  

 

1.2 Commission on Race and Ethnic Disparities report requests end to use of 

‘BAME’ terminology when referring to ethnicity. NPCC produces guidance for 

all forces. 

 

1.3 Sussex Police publishes new 2021-2024 EDI strategy, outlining key 

commitments. 

 
1.4 Sussex Police sign up to BITC’s Race at Work Charter; hosting a series of 

events on Race Inclusion and development of a workforce toolkit to ‘talk 

about Race’. 
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1.5 Data Quality: Changes to PowerBI have enabled data reports to populate 

officer recorded ethnicity when a subject has declined to provide information, 

mitigating data sets with categories such as ‘unknown’ or ‘undisclosed’.  

 
1.6 Inaugural Use of Force external Scrutiny panel meeting hosted 30 June 2021, 

establishing a distinct and dedicated approach, mirroring arrangements for 

Stop and Search.  

 

A detailed report on these headlines and other significant activity is included below. 

 

 

Full Report 

 

2 Background  

2.1 The Equality Act 2010 legally protects people from discrimination in the 

workplace and in wider society. Sussex Police is required to comply with the 

Equality Act 2010, and in particular Section 149 of the Public Sector 

Equality Duty (PSED), 2011, requiring public bodies to have due regard to 

the need to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity and 

foster good relations between different people when carrying out their 

activities.   

2.2 In August 2021, Surrey Police and Sussex Police Equality, Diversity & 

Inclusion (EDI) leads collaborated to develop a joint 2021-2024 EDI strategy 

(Appendix A). The new strategy sets out the key priorities in four key areas: 

 Focus on improving our culture of inclusion and increase 

awareness and understanding of diversity and equality, through 

the delivery of professional development awareness and training. 

Colleagues will have confidence to share their diversity data, 

particularly for non-visible differences, which will inform our processes 

and policies. Colleagues will be supported to challenge, overcome and 

reduce discriminatory behaviours or practices. 

 Understanding, engaging and increasing satisfaction and 

confidence across all communities and victims of crime. 

Engaging with our communities to understand their concerns, 
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improving communication, accessibility and building trust and 

confidence to ensure all communities have a voice, and are more 

confident in reporting hate crime and incidents, and be kept informed 

at each stage.  

 Work transparently with communities to progress 

understanding of disproportionality in the use of police powers 

and engage effectively to tackle the concern this raises in our 

communities. 

 Attract, recruit and retain a diverse workforce which is 

representative of the communities we serve, ensuring robust 

analysis of workforce data to identify areas of concern or 

disproportionality to inform organisational priority, delivery of positive 

action interventions and organisational training and development 

needs. 

 

2.3 An overview of Sussex Police’s framework for Equality, Diversity and 

Inclusion (EDI) is illustrated in Appendix B. Since the last report, activity 

has been underway across a wide range of areas, contributing to the Force’s 

commitment to progress obligations set out in the Public Sector Equality 

Duty, 2011. 

 

 

3 Risks and Opportunities 

3.1 EDI risks have been identified and considered from the perspectives of 

Sussex Police as a public service provider and, as an employer within the 

community.  Governance arrangements include reporting to the Office of the 

Police and Crime Commissioner, Sussex Police’s Organisational Reassurance 

Board and the force’s EDI board; chaired by the Deputy Chief Constable, 

providing visible leadership and includes Positive Action as a standing agenda 

update along with contributions from key stakeholders including staff support 

group chairs and equality champions. 

 

4 As an Employer   

4.1 As an employer, the risk remains in not having a workforce that is 

representative of the people it serves. Progress towards workforce gender 
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and ethnicity representation is monitored both locally (in Sussex) and at a 

national level. The September 2021 workforce diversity data (Appendix C) 

continues to illustrate an increasing trend of Black, Asian and minority ethnic 

police officer representation at 3.45%, compared to the ONS population data 

for Sussex residents at 6.3%, an increase of 15 officers since September 

2020. The data also indicates an increasing gender representation of 35.71% 

for female police officers, an increase of 43 for the same reporting period. 

Progress towards workforce gender and ethnicity representation is monitored 

both locally (in Sussex) and at a national level. 

 

5 As a Public Service Provider   

5.1 The key risk is around the effective and legitimate use of police powers, in 

particular relating to Stop and Search, to understand disproportionality and 

in doing so mitigate negative effects this can have on community cohesion 

and engagement with policing.  

5.2 In February 2021 HM Inspector of Constabulary and Fire Rescue Services 

(HMICFRS) published a national report (Appendix D) focusing on the use of 

police powers - for both Stop and Search and Use of Force – in recognition of 

the negative effects and impact of such police interactions, particularly with 

Black, Asian and ethnic minority communities; exemplified by UK public 

protests over the last twelve months, following the murder of George Floyd in 

the USA. The report published eight recommendations drawing on evidence 

from national police data on stop and search and use of force, HMICFRS 

(2018/19) force PEEL inspections and a detailed assessment of grounds and 

outcomes for over nine thousand stop and search records.  

5.3 In March 2021, the Commission on Race and Ethnic Disparities published a 

report exploring the underlying causes of race disparity (Appendix E), to 

understand why they have come about, and what can be done to address 

them over the long run. The report landed with mixed reactions amongst 

communities, many views indicating it did not thoroughly recognise the full 

existence of, and degree to which, racism is embedded in society. The 

research drew upon a range of [relatively] recent national reviews into race 

inequality and focusing on the four key areas of education, employment, 

health and crime and policing and featured twenty-four recommendations, 

some of which relate specifically to policing. Both national reports recognise 
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the critical importance of trust and confidence between policing and Black, 

Asian and minority ethnic communities. The report also included a feature on 

the use of ‘BAME’ terminology when referring to ethnicity, recommending 

disaggregation of the term to better focus on understanding disparities and 

outcomes for specific ethnic groups. Sussex Police has communicated across 

the organisation requesting colleagues to adopt the NPCC communications 

position to ‘not refer to 'BAME' or 'BME' (as words in themselves), 

acknowledging that others whom we may quote or draw from do so. Noting 

that these are contested terms and a commitment to be as precise as 

possible in our language, i.e. referring to Black people, Asian people, White 

people or other ethnic groups depending on the purpose and context.’  

5.4 In July 2021, the Home Affairs Committee published ‘The Macpherson 

Report: Twenty-Two years on’ (Appendix F). The report assessed progress 

against recommendations of the 1999 review; recognising improvements 

made in policing to date and drawing attention to where further activity is 

required, and referenced several key areas, with accompanying actions. 

Recommendations from relevant national reports will be progressed and 

monitored by the force Organisational Reassurance Board.  

5.4 Existing arrangements for public engagement and transparent scrutiny in 

Sussex Police have enabled earlier recognition and subsequent activity to 

address many of the key points from national papers.  

 Community Relations: In 2020 Sussex Police published its latest 

neighbourhood policing community engagement strategy. A critical role 

within the new approach is the Community Engagement Advisor – 

establishing a single point of contact in each policing district to have a 

dedicated objective within their role to engage with a specific community for 

example, GRT, Disability, LGBT+, minority ethnic or Places of worship, to 

understand issues, tensions, concerns, improving trust and confidence and 

promoting policing as an employer of choice. Sussex Police’s strategic, 

Divisional and identity based advisory groups have continued to meet 

throughout the year. Agenda and discussion topics have included inputs from 

the IOPC, Professional Standards Department role in managing complaints 

(specific focus on complainants to share ethnicity), Recruitment teams 

seeking advice on attraction activity and contemporary issues of concern and 

interest within communities. In October 2021, Sussex Police’s Chief 
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Constable and the Head of Public Protection co-hosted an extraordinary 

independent advisory group to discuss community concerns around Violence 

against Women and Girls (VAWG). Attended by advisors from across the 

county, the meeting elicited public views and experiences of VAWG; including 

levels of understanding within the community and the impact of the murder 

of Sarah Everard on trust and confidence in policing. The Head of Public 

Protection also provided an overview of Sussex Police’s structure for tackling 

Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence.  

 Data Quality: The changes made this year to PowerBI - to populate the 

officer recorded ethnicity addressing when subjects decline to provide their 

data - has mitigated datasets with categories such as ‘unknown’ or 

‘undisclosed’ shared at the public scrutiny panels. This improvement has 

been well received by panel members and enabled greater confidence in, and 

more meaningful discussions of proportionality by ethnicity. Exemplifying the 

value of public engagement and transparent scrutiny, it is helpful to note this 

specific issue had already been raised by the Independent scrutiny panel in 

2020 along with disaggregation of ethnicity data and both addressed by 

Sussex Police prior to publication of the 2021 HMICFRS national 

recommendation.   

 Public Transparency and Scrutiny: Sussex Police’s external Stop and Search 

scrutiny panel was established in January 2018; comprising an ethnically 

diverse membership and independently chaired by a member of the public. 

Panel members regularly review grounds for searches and select a policing 

district or specialism for scrutiny at each meeting, with minutes published on 

the external website for further transparency. Use of Force has been 

intermittently scrutinised by panel meetings however, recognising the depth 

of public concern and to facilitate in depth public scrutiny, Sussex Police has 

established a distinct Use of Force external scrutiny panel meeting (inaugural 

meeting 30 June 2021) complemented by an internal scrutiny meeting and 

strategic lead - mirroring the comprehensive approach for Stop and search 

arrangements;  reviewing data, grounds and assessing body worn video 

footage. 

 

 

Notable Developments since last report 
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6 Race.  

6.1  The focus on race and inclusion is well recognised as a priority for policing 

(as detailed above) – around workforce representation, use of powers and 

public trust and confidence. In February this year Sussex Police signed up to 

BITC’s Race at Work Charter, demonstrating this organisational commitment 

to improving both workforce representation and the experiences of Black, 

Asian and Minority Ethnic colleagues through a public press release. One of 

the commitments in the charter is around making equality and inclusion the 

responsibility of all leaders and managers. In March, DCC Chapman set an 

expectation for all managers and supervisors to have a team discussion 

about race and inclusion - to consider what this means for improving 

workforce representation and developing trust and confidence across our 

communities. The talk about race toolkit (Appendix G) was developed to 

enable leaders in hosting conversations about race and inclusion. It includes 

a range of resources and hyperlinks, which can be shared with teams for 

discussion topics and details prompts for managers to facilitate the 

conversations. In Autumn 2021 revised toolkit content was disseminated by 

DCC Chapman, requesting further conversations to focus on being ‘Anti-

Racist’ and the importance of embodying this approach.  

6.2 To commemorate Stephen Lawrence Day in April 2021, Sussex Police 

organised an inclusion webinar hosted by Andy George, President of the 

National Black Police Association. The session was attended by over 100 

colleagues and raised awareness through lived experiences of racism, of 

inequality in policing and intersections of faith illustrated in Andy George’s 

TedX Talk (Appendix H). The session also reflected on the Macpherson 

inquiry which followed Mr Lawrence's murder, and the significant challenges 

for policing as well as continuing improvements and promotion of positive 

attitudes towards hate crime and diversity within communities. 

6.3 In June, continuing a commitment to keep conversations about race, equality 

and inclusion in discussions throughout the year, Sussex Police hosted an 

event - led by the Race Equality Champion, Staff network chair and 

community members - for colleagues to reflect and consider the impact that 

George Floyd's death has had on policing in Sussex. Also in June, recognising 

Gypsy, Roma and Traveller (GRT) history month, Sussex police hosted a 
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force wide event for colleagues to participate in discussions led by speakers 

from GRT communities in Sussex. Discussing cultural traditions and sharing 

their lived experiences in society and with policing, this event created a 

space for learning; to improve awareness and understanding of the prejudice 

and racism people experience. 

6.4 Further activity continues for improving workforce representation and 

support for existing colleagues. In August 2021, Sussex Police hosted a 

welcome session for the newly established network of Positive Action Allies – 

points of contact – across all departments and districts; who will complement 

the work of the Positive Action team by leading on tactical positive action 

initiatives and activities within their area to increase engagement and 

external awareness of careers in policing. At the same time, The Race 

Equality Champion established a network of ‘Race Equality Advocates’; 

engaging leaders across departments and Divisions to provide informal 

sponsorship, mentoring and support to colleagues, to promote progression 

and career development. 

6.5 As a prelude to Black History Month, at the end of September Sussex Police 

facilitated a leadership CPD event featuring Dr Robert W. Livingston (Lecturer 

of Public Policy at Harvard University's John F. Kennedy School of 

Government). Introduced by DCC Chapman, the session was structured as a 

‘fireside chat’ - with Sussex Police’s Race Equality Champion interviewing Dr 

Livingston on their book ‘The Conversation’. The discussion included the 

science of bias and racism, encouraging leaders to challenge their 

assumptions, and develop a greater understanding of what drives and 

maintains structures of racism. 

6.6 In October 2021, to celebrate Black History Month Sussex Police coordinated 

an internal and external campaign (#ProudtoBe) featuring police officers and 

staff from across specialism in policing. This was complemented by a series 

of force wide communications focused on Anti-racism, and a webinar bringing 

colleagues together to listen to shared experiences of racism, illustrating the 

importance of allyship. 

 

7 Disability.   

7.1 Since the last report, the focus on Disability and Neurodiversity has 

continued as a service provider and an employer. The public advisory group 
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has continued to meet through digital platforms, exploring arrangements for 

Custody & Autism, Missing Persons and safeguarding considerations and 

Disability Hate Crime. There has been a range of activity and internal 

awareness raising by the Enable staff network, which included neurodiversity 

inclusion events around Living with Tourette’s and Executive Functioning 

Skills.  

7.2 In March 2021 Sussex Police provided a ‘keeping safe online’ awareness 

session for British Sign Language (BSL) users, coordinated through the Deaf 

Services liaison forum partnership meeting. As a standing member of the 

forum, insight from BSL community members has enabled Sussex Police to 

understand a wide range of contemporary concerns amongst Deaf, deafened 

and hard of hearing people in Sussex. This session was the latest in a series 

of activities by Sussex Police, which have included 101 crime reporting 

interpretation service, BSL translated communications (Crime 

correspondence, Hate Crime awareness etc.) and the live interpretation 

service APP enabled on all police MDTs. 

7.3 Following significant partnership engagement and development, also this 

year, an ‘Autism Passport’ (Appendix I) was launched during Autism 

Awareness Week. The concept was introduced by a public advisor from 

Sussex Police’s Disability advisory group in 2020, who led on the 

development and co-production with autistic people through collaboration 

with Sussex Partnership NHS Foundation Trust, Sussex Police and Sussex 

tripartite Councils to support autistic people’s communication with services. 

For example in a policing context, it enables a victim of crime to state what 

reasonable adjustments or specific communication needs they may have - 

meaning they can be supported, particularly if they are in a distressing 

situation, such as coming into contact with the police. It also provides tips on 

effective communication, along with key information for services and contact 

details of an appropriate adult to help them if they require it. 

7.4 In September 2021, the College of Policing published a national discovery 

report for all forces, setting out best practice in supporting colleagues with 

reasonable adjustments. The report highlighted the importance of leadership, 

in changing culture towards disability and implementing reasonable 

adjustments as well as the value brought by effective staff support networks. 

Throughout the document Sussex Police and the Enable staff network are 
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referenced for some of the pathfinding developments that have been 

implemented (Appendix J). 

 

8 Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity.  

8.1 Sussex Police has hosted a series of internal LGBT Inclusion webinars, with 

speakers sharing their lived experiences of transitioning and gendered 

language and pronouns.  Coordinated engagement with the public LGBT and 

TNBI advisory groups has continued utilising video conferencing to maintain 

dialogue around community concerns and issues, exploring LGBT Hate crime 

data and a domestic abuse.  

 8.2 Throughout Summer, Sussex Police supported local Pride events in 

Eastbourne, Worthing, Crawley and Hastings. The staff network, along with 

senior leaders published a video message of support to the wider 

communities in Sussex sharing personal reflections on the importance of 

Pride events (Appendix K). In September, the LGBT+ staff network hosted 

their first member’s conference, opened by CC Shiner and bringing together 

colleagues from across the force to share experiences and ideas to progress 

LGBT+inclusion in the workplace, as well as development sessions on less 

recognised aspects with the wider LGBT community.  

8.2 Following on from the Domestic Abuse campaign in 2020; to increase 

confidence to report within LGBT communities, funding for IDVAs within local 

LGBT partner services has progressed with two newly appointed specialists 

providing support through Switchboard. 

 

9 Sex and Gender.  

9.1 The Gender Equality Staff Network, Evolve, held their bi-annual network 

conference on International Women’s Day, an online event which included 

sessions on personal wellbeing and confidence, and have included the 

development of a men’s health network with plans for 2021. Sussex Police 

has reaffirmed its commitment to the UN Women’s group HeForShe initiative, 

with the 3rd annual report published in November 2021, which details the 

national and local progress towards gender representation in policing. Linked 

to this commitment, in September Surrey Police and Sussex Police launched 

a bespoke development programme, aimed at female PC/DCs. Developed as 

a response to the gender representation gap at Sergeant level, the 
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programme is designed to encourage women to consider promotion 

opportunities and careers within senior roles. 

Following the killing of Sarah Everard by a Met Police officer in March 2021, 

internal force wide communications were published, and in the wake of the 

vigils held in Brighton and increasing social discourse on Women’s safety, 

messaging – which included personal experiences of sexual harassment – 

providing a meaningful account of the wider concerns for safety and 

encouraged open conversations across the workforce regarding violence 

against women and girls.  

9.2 Sussex Police KIT Day sessions continue to be hosted for all colleagues, for 

those who are on parenting leave and colleagues planning to go on leave. 

Led by Supt Woolford - parenting Equality Champion - and opened by ACC 

Bell, the September event included lived experiences of a working mum in a 

senior position and experiences of an Adoptive Parent and the LGBT 

Parenting Support Network. Menopause Awareness Sessions have also 

continued throughout the year, hosted by a Registered Menopause Specialist, 

and experienced practitioner. The format includes a closed session for 

colleagues who are, or will be affected by menopause, providing an 

opportunity to discuss the issues they are experiencing in a safe space, and 

an open session for line managers/supervisors, partners and all colleagues to 

help better understand the issues raised and allow them to respond to the 

needs of those experiencing menopause.                                                                                                

 

End. 

 

Contact details:  

Name:   Dermot Torney 

Job Title:  Diversity Manager 

Tel Number: 101 ext 544556 

Email:  dermot.torney@sussex.pnn.police.uk  
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Appendices 

 

Appendix A: 

 

EDI_Strategy-Docum

ent.pdf   

 

Appendix B: Sussex Police framework for Equality and Diversity 

Equality, Diversity 

and Inclusion Overview 2021.pdf 

Appendix C:  Sussex Police workforce diversity data 

Diversity - Force 

Overview Sussex at 300921.pdf
 

Appendix D:  HMICFRS Disproportionate use of police powers.  

 

Appendix E:  Commission on Race and Ethnic Disparities: The Report 

 

Appendix F: The Macpherson Report: Twenty-Two years on.  

 

Appendix G:  Let’s talk about Race toolkit  

Lets talk about race 

and inclusion draft 2.0.pdf 

Appendix H:  Andy George, President of National Black Police 

Association TedX Talk. 

 

Appendix I: Sussex Partnership NHS Trust – Autism Passport 

 

Appendix J:  College of Policing, Discovery report into workplace 

adjustments 

 

Appendix K:  Sussex Police LGBT+ staff network, along with senior 

leaders published a video message of support for PRIDE season  

https://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wp-content/uploads/disproportionate-use-of-police-powers-spotlight-on-stop-search-and-use-of-force.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/974507/20210331_-_CRED_Report_-_FINAL_-_Web_Accessible.pdf
https://publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm5802/cmselect/cmhaff/139/13903.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sRd_FMabgY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_sRd_FMabgY
https://www.sussexpartnership.nhs.uk/whats-new/autism-passport-rolls-out-across-sussex#:~:text=An%20'Autism%20Passport'%20has%20launched,Sussex%20Police%20and%20other%20services.
https://assets.college.police.uk/s3fs-public/2021-08/discovery-report-workplace-adjustments.pdf
https://assets.college.police.uk/s3fs-public/2021-08/discovery-report-workplace-adjustments.pdf
https://twitter.com/SusPolDiversity/status/1424006161221652483?t=kk8pSh42mGFKkoRESTZENg&s=09
https://twitter.com/SusPolDiversity/status/1424006161221652483?t=kk8pSh42mGFKkoRESTZENg&s=09
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